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Abstract. We study left-invariant foliations F on Riemannian Lie
groups G generated by a subgroup K. We are interested in such fo-
liations which are conformal and with minimal leaves of codimension
two. We classify such foliations F when the subgroup K is one of
the important SU(2) × SU(2), SU(2) × SL2(R), SU(2) × SO(2) or
SL2(R)×SO(2). By this we yield new multi-dimensional families of Lie
groups G carrying such foliations in each case. These foliations F pro-
duce local complex-valued harmonic morphisms on the corresponding
Lie group G.
1. Introduction
We study Riemannian Lie groups G equipped with a conformal foliation
F generated by the left-translations of a subgroup K of codimension two.
We are interested in such foliations with minimal leaves and hence inducing
local complex-valued harmonic morphisms. We prove the following result.
Theorem 1.1. Let K be a semisimple Lie subgroup of G of codimension
two and F be the left-invariant foliation on G generated by K. Then F is
both conformal and Riemannian.
Theorem 1.1 motivates the following conjecture, which constitutes the
main theme of this work.
Conjecture 1.2. Let K be a Lie subgroup of G generating a left-invariant
conformal foliation F of G of codimension two. If K is semisimple then the
foliation F is minimal. If K is semisimple and compact then F is totally
geodesic.
Our principal aim is to investigate this conjecture and show that it holds in
the four important cases whenK is one of the Lie subgroups SU(2)×SU(2),
SU(2) × SL2(R), SO(2) × SU(2) or SO(2) × SL2(R) of G. In each of
these cases, we yield multi-dimensional families of Riemannian Lie groups G
solving this interesting geometric problem i.e. carrying conformal foliations
with minimal leaves of codimension two.
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2. Preliminaries
Let M and N be two manifolds of dimensions m and n, respectively. A
Riemannian metric g on M gives rise to the notion of a Laplacian on (M,g)
and real-valued harmonic functions f : (M,g)→ R. This can be generalised
to the concept of harmonic maps φ : (M,g) → (N,h) between Riemannian
manifolds, which are solutions to a semi-linear system of partial differential
equations, see [2].
Definition 2.1. A map φ : (M,g)→ (N,h) between Riemannian manifolds
is called a harmonic morphism if, for any harmonic function f : U → R
defined on an open subset U of N with φ−1(U) non-empty, the composition
f ◦ φ : φ−1(U)→ R is harmonic.
The following characterisation of harmonic morphisms between Riemann-
ian manifolds is due to B. Fuglede and T. Ishihara. For the definition of
horizontal (weak) conformality we refer to [2].
Theorem 2.2. [3, 6] A map φ : (M,g) → (N,h) between Riemannian
manifolds is a harmonic morphism if and only if it is a horizontally (weakly)
conformal harmonic map.
Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold, V be an integrable distribution
on M and denote by H its orthogonal complement distribution on M . As
customary, we also use V and H to denote the orthogonal projections onto
the corresponding subbundles of TM and denote by F the foliation tangent
to V. Then the second fundamental form for V is given by
BV(E,F ) =
1
2
H(∇EF +∇FE) (E,F ∈ V),
while the second fundamental form for H satisfies
BH(X,Y ) =
1
2
V(∇XY +∇YX) (X,Y ∈ H).
The foliation F tangent to V is said to be conformal if there is a vector field
V ∈ V such that
BH = g ⊗ V,
and F is said to be Riemannian if V = 0. Furthermore, F is said to be
minimal if trace BV = 0 and totally geodesic if BV = 0. This is equivalent
to the leaves of F being minimal and totally geodesic submanifolds of M ,
respectively.
It is well-known that the fibres of a horizontally conformal map (resp. Rie-
mannian submersion) give rise to a conformal foliation (resp. Riemannian
foliation). Conversely, the leaves of any conformal foliation (resp. Riemann-
ian foliation) are locally the fibres of a horizontally conformal map (resp.
Riemannian submersion), see [2].
The next result of Baird and Eells gives the theory of harmonic mor-
phisms, with values in a surface, a strong geometric flavour.
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Theorem 2.3. [1] Let φ : (Mm, g) → (N2, h) be a horizontally conformal
submersion from a Riemannian manifold to a surface. Then φ is harmonic
if and only if φ has minimal fibres.
3. Left-invariant foliations of codimension 2
Let (G, g) be a Lie group equipped with a left-invariant Riemannian met-
ric g and K be a subgroup of G. Let k and g be the Lie algebras of K and G,
respectively. Let m be the orthogonal complement of k in g with respect to
the Riemannian metric g on G. By V we denote the integrable distribution
generated by k and by H its orthogonal distribution given by m. Further
let F be the foliation of G induced by V. For this situation we have the
following result.
Theorem 3.1. Let K be a semisimple Lie subgroup of G of codimension
two and F be the left-invariant foliation on G generated by K. Then F is
both conformal and Riemannian.
Proof. Since the subgroup K is semisimple we know that its Lie algebra k
satisfies [k, k] = k. It then follows from Remark 3.2 of [5] that the adjoint
action of V = [V,V] has no H-component. The statement is an immediate
consequence of this fact. 
The result of Theorem 3.1 is the following our main motivation.
Conjecture 3.2. Let K be a Lie subgroup of G generating a left-invariant
conformal foliation F of G of codimension two. If K is semisimple then the
foliation F is minimal. If K is semisimple and compact then F is totally
geodesic.
We will investigate this conjecture in the four interesting cases when K is
one of the Lie subgroups SU(2)×SU(2), SU(2)×SL2(R), SU(2)×SO(2)
or SL2(R) × SO(2) of G. The following table gives an explanation for our
different choices.
K compact non-compact
semisimple SU(2)× SU(2) SU(2)× SL2(R)
non-semisimple SU(2) × SO(2) SL2(R)× SO(2)
4. The case of K = SU(2)× SU(2) in G8.
Let (G, g) be an eight-dimensional Riemannian Lie group and K be its
compact semisimple subgroup SU(2) × SU(2) equipped with its standard
Riemannian metric induced by the corresponding Killing form. Let F be the
left-invariant foliation on G generated by the Lie subalgebra k = su(2)×su(2)
of g. Let {A,B,C,R, S, T,X, Y } be an orthonormal basis for the Lie algebra
g of G such that the two copies of su(2) are generated by {A,B,C} and
{R,S, T}, respectively. For these we have the following standard Lie bracket
relations
[A,B] = 2C, [C,A] = 2B, [B,C] = 2A,
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[R,S] = 2T, [T,R] = 2S, [S, T ] = 2R.
In this case we have the following result.
Proposition 4.1. Let G be an eight-dimensional Riemannian Lie group
and K be its six-dimensional Lie subgroup SU(2) × SU(2) equipped with
its standard Riemannian metric induced by the Killing form. Then the Lie
bracket relations for g take the following form
[A,B] = 2C, [C,A] = 2B, [B,C] = 2A,
[R,S] = 2T, [T,R] = 2S, [S, T ] = 2R,
[A,X] = −b11B − c11C, [A,Y ] = −b21B − c21C,
[B,X] = b11A− c12C, [B,Y ] = b21A− c22C,
[C,X] = c11A+ c12B, [C, Y ] = c21A+ c22B,
[R,X] = −s14S − t14T, [R,Y ] = −s24S − t24T,
[S,X] = s14R− t15T, [S, Y ] = s24R− t25T,
[T,X] = t14R+ t15S, [T, Y ] = t24R+ t25S,
[X,Y ] = ρX + θ1A+ θ2B + θ3C + θ4R+ θ5S + θ6T,
where 

θ1
θ2
θ3
θ4
θ5
θ6


=
1
2


−ρc12 + b11c21 − b21c11
ρc11 + b11c22 − b21c12
−ρb11 + c11c22 − c12c21
−ρt15 + s14t24 − s24t14
ρt14 + s14t25 − s24t15
−ρs14 + t14t25 − t15t24


.
Proof. Since K = SU(2) × SU(2) is semisimple we know from the proof
of Theorem 3.1 that the adjoint action of V = [V,V] has no H-component.
This tells us that the corresponding Lie bracket relations take the form
[A,B] = 2C, [C,A] = 2B, [B,C] = 2A,
[R,S] = 2T, [T,R] = 2S, [S, T ] = 2R,
[A,X] = a11A+ a12B + a13C + a14R+ a15S + a16T,
[A,Y ] = a21A+ a22B + a23C + a24R+ a25S + a26T,
[B,X] = b11A+ b12B + b13C + b14R+ b15S + b16T,
[B,Y ] = b21A+ b22B + b23C + b24R+ b25S + b26T,
[C,X] = c11A+ c12B + c13C + c14R+ c15S + c16T,
[C, Y ] = c21A+ c22B + c23C + c24R+ c25S + c26T,
[R,X] = r11A+ r12B + r13C + r14R+ r15S + r16T,
[R,Y ] = r21A+ r22B + r23C + r24R+ r25S + r26T,
[S,X] = s11A+ s12B + s13C + s14R+ s15S + s16T,
[S, Y ] = s21A+ s22B + s23C + s24R+ s25S + s26T,
[T,X] = t11A+ t12B + t13C + t14R+ t15S + t16T,
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[T, Y ] = t21A+ t22B + t23C + t24R+ t25S + t26T,
[X,Y ] = ρX + θ1A+ θ2B + θ3C + θ4R+ θ5S + θ6T.
The Jacobi identites involving the vector fields A,B,C,X ∈ g provide us
with the following interesting identities
0 = [[A,B] ,X] + [[X,A] , B] + [[B,X] , A]
= 2 ((c11 + a13)A+ (c12 + b13)B + (c13 − a11 − b12)C
+c14R+ c15S + c16T ),
0 = [[C,A] ,X] + [[X,C] , A] + [[A,X] , C]
= 2 ((b11 + a12)A+ (b12 − a11 − c13)B + (b13 + c12)C
+b14R+ b15S + b16T ),
0 = [[B,C] ,X] + [[X,B] , C] + [[C,X] , B]
= 2 ((a11 − b12 − c13)A+ (a12 + b11)B + (a13 + c11)C
+a14R+ a15S + a16T ).
From these we can immediately see that


a14
a15
a16

 =


b14
b15
b16

 =


c14
c15
c16

 = 0.
Then by the symmetry in X and Y we see that this holds for ai, bi, ci
where i ∈ {24, 25, 26}. Additionally, we see by the symmetry in R,S, T this
also holds for rj, sj , tj for j ∈ {11, 12, 13, 21, 22, 23}. We also see that these
Jacobi identities are satisfied according to the following system of equations


a11 − b12 − c13
a11 − b12 + c13
a11 + b12 − c13
a12 + b11
a13 + c11
b13 + c12


= 0.
Solving this system we obtain


a11
b12
c13

 = 0,


a12
a13
b13

 =


−b11
−c11
−c12

 . (4.1)
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Due to the symmetry in both X and Y we yield that the Jacobi identities
involving A,B,C, Y are equivalent to the following system of equations.

a21 − b22 − c23
a21 − b22 + c23
a21 + b22 − c23
a22 + b21
a23 + c21
b23 + c22


= 0.
Solving this we yield the following results from satisfying the Jacobi identies

a21
b22
c23

 = 0,


a22
a23
b23

 =


−b21
−c21
−c22

 . (4.2)
By the symmetry in A,B,C and R,S, T we have that the Jacobi identities
involving R,S, T,X are equivalent to the following system of equations

r14 − s15 − t16
r14 − s15 + t16
r14 + s15 − t16
r15 + s14
r16 + t14
s16 + t15


= 0.
Solving this we then yield the following results from satisfying the Jacobi
identies 

r14
s15
t16

 = 0,


r15
r16
s16

 =


−s14
−t14
−t15

 . (4.3)
Again by the symmetry in X and Y we see the Jacobi identities involving
R,S, T, Y are equivalent to the following system of equations

r24 − s25 − t26
r24 − s25 + t26
r24 + s25 − t26
r25 + s24
r26 + t24
s26 + t25


= 0.
Solving this we then obtain the following results from satisfying the Jacobi
identies 

r24
s25
t26

 = 0,


r25
r26
s26

 =


−s24
−t24
−t25

 . (4.4)
Now considering the Jacobi identities involving both X and Y we see that
0 = [[A,X] , Y ] + [[Y,A] ,X] + [[X,Y ] , A]
= ( ρb11 − c11c22 + c21c12 + 2θ3 )B + (ρc11 + b11c22 − b21c12 − 2θ2 )C,
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0 = [[B,X] , Y ] + [[Y,B] ,X] + [[X,Y ] , B]
= −( ρb11 − c11c22 + c21c12 + 2θ3 )A+ (ρc12 − b11c21 + b21c11 + 2θ1 )C.
Satisfying these Jacobi identities is equivalent to the following system of
equations 

ρc12 − b11c21 + b21c11 + 2θ1
ρc11 + b11c22 − b21c12 − 2θ2
ρb11 − c11c22 + c21c12 + 2θ3

 = 0,
from which we get

θ1
θ2
θ3

 = 1
2


−ρc12 + b11c21 − b21c11
ρc11 + b11c22 − b21c12
−ρb11 + c11c22 − c12c21

 .
Then by the symmetry of the triples (A,B,C) and (R,S, T ) we find

θ4
θ5
θ6

 = 1
2


−ρt15 + s14t24 − s24t14
ρt14 + s14t25 − s24t15
−ρs14 + t14t25 − t15t24

 .
These calculations provide us with the stated result. 
The following Theorem 4.2 supports the case of Conjecture 3.2 that when
the semisimple subgroup K is compact the resulting foliation is totally ge-
odesic. Together with Proposition 4.1, this provides us with a new 13-
dimensional family of 8-dimensional Lie groups carrying a conformal folia-
tion with minimal leaves of codimension two.
Theorem 4.2. Let G be an eight-dimensional Riemannian Lie group carry-
ing a left-invariant distribution V, generated by the Lie algebra su(2)×su(2)
of the subgroup SU(2) × SU(2). Then the resulting foliation F tanget to V
is conformal, Riemannian and totally geodesic.
Proof. It immediately follows from Theorem 3.1 that the foliation F is con-
formal and Riemannian, thus it suffices to show that F is totally geodesic.
For smooth vector fields A,B ∈ V in the vertical distribution we have
BV(A,B) =
1
2
H(∇AB +∇BA)
=
1
2
(
(〈[X,A] , B〉+ 〈[X,B] , A〉)X
+(〈[Y,A] , B〉+ 〈[Y,B] , A〉)Y
)
.
Evaluating this for the basis elements in V and recalling the simplifications
made in Proposition 4.1 we determine
BV(A,A) = −(a11X + a21Y ) = 0,
BV(A,B) = −
1
2
((a12 + b11)X + (a22 + b21)Y ) = 0,
BV(A,C) = −
1
2
((a13 + c11)X + (a23 + c21)Y ) = 0,
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BV(A,R) = −
1
2
((a14 + r11)X + (a24 + r21)Y ) = 0,
BV(A,S) = −
1
2
((a15 + s11)X + (a25 + s21)Y ) = 0,
BV(A,T ) = −
1
2
((a16 + t11)X + (a26 + t21)Y ) = 0,
BV(B,B) = −(b12X + b22Y ) = 0,
BV(B,C) = −
1
2
((b13 + c12)X + (b23 + c22)Y ) = 0,
BV(B,R) = −
1
2
((b14 + r12)X + (b24 + r22)Y ) = 0,
BV(B,S) = −
1
2
((b15 + s12)X + (b25 + s22)Y ) = 0,
BV(B,T ) = −
1
2
((b16 + t12)X + (b26 + t22)Y ) = 0,
BV(C,C) = −(c13X + c23Y ) = 0,
BV(C,R) = −
1
2
((c14 + r13)X + (c24 + r23)Y ) = 0,
BV(C,S) = −
1
2
((c15 + s13)X + (c25 + s23)Y ) = 0,
BV(C, T ) = −
1
2
((c16 + t13)X + (c26 + t23)Y ) = 0,
BV(R,R) = −(r14X + r24Y ) = 0,
BV(R,S) = −
1
2
((r15 + s14)X + (r25 + s24)Y ) = 0,
BV(R,T ) = −
1
2
((r16 + t14)X + (r26 + t24)Y ) = 0,
BV(S, S) = −(s15X + s25Y ) = 0,
BV(S, T ) = −
1
2
((s16 + t15)X + (s26 + t25)Y ) = 0,
BV(T, T ) = −(t16X + t26Y ) = 0.
From this we see that the second fundamental form BV of the vertical dis-
tribution vanishes. Thus the foliation F is totally geodesic. 
5. The case of K = SU(2) × SL2(R) in G
8.
Let (G, g) be an 8-dimensional Riemannian Lie group and K be its 6-
dimensional non-compact semisimple subgroup SU(2) × SL2(R) equipped
with its standard Riemannian metric. Further let F be the left-invariant
foliation on G generated by the Lie subalgebra k = su(2) × sl2(R) of g.
Let {A,B,C,R, S, T,X, Y } be an orthonormal basis for the Lie algebra g
of G such that su(2) is generated by {A,B,C} and sl2(R) by {R,S, T},
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respectively, with their standard Lie bracket relations
[A,B] = 2C, [C,A] = 2B, [B,C] = 2A,
[R,S] = 2T, [T,R] = 2S, [S, T ] = −2R.
This case might look much the same as that of Section 4, but the minus
in the last equation changes everything. Both the subgroups are semisimple,
but SU(2) × SU(2) is compact and SU(2) × SL2(R) is not. For the latter
case we have the next result.
Proposition 5.1. Let G be an eight-dimensional Riemannian Lie group
and K be its six-dimensional Lie subgroup SU(2) × SL2(R) equipped with
its standard Riemannian metric. Then the Lie bracket relations for g take
the following form
[A,B] = 2C, [C,A] = 2B, [B,C] = 2A,
[R,S] = 2T, [T,R] = 2S, [S, T ] = −2R,
[A,X] = −b11B − c11C, [A,Y ] = −b21B − c21C,
[B,X] = b11A− c12C, [B,Y ] = b21A− c22C,
[C,X] = c11A+ c12B, [C, Y ] = c21A+ c22B,
[R,X] = −s14S − t14T, [R,Y ] = −s24S − t24T,
[S,X] = s14R− t15T, [S, Y ] = s24R− t25T,
[T,X] = t14R+ t15S, [T, Y ] = t24R+ t25S,
[X,Y ] = ρX + θ1A+ θ2B + θ3C + θ4R+ θ5S + θ6T,
where 

θ1
θ2
θ3
θ4
θ5
θ6


=
1
2


−ρc12 + b11c21 − b21c11
ρc11 + b11c22 − b21c12
−ρb11 + c11c22 − c12c21
−ρt15 − s14t24 + s24t14
−ρt14 − s14t25 + s24t15
ρs14 − t14t25 + t15t24


.
Proof. The arguments needed here are exactly the same as already provided
in the proof of Proposition 4.1, for the details see [9]. 
The following Theorem 5.2 supports the case of Conjecture 3.2 that when
the subgroup K is semisimple then the resulting foliation is minimal. To-
gether with Proposition 5.1, this gives a new 13-dimensional family of 8-
dimensional Lie groups carrying a conformal foliation with minimal leaves
of codimension two.
Theorem 5.2. Let G be an eight-dimensional Riemannian Lie group carry-
ing a left-invariant distribution V, generated by the Lie algebra su(2)×sl2(R)
of the subgroup SU(2)×SL2(R). Then the resulting foliation F tangent to V
is conformal, Riemannian and minimal. Furthermore F is totally geodesic
if and only if s14 = s24 = t14 = t24 = 0.
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Proof. It immediately follows from Theorem 3.1 that F is conformal and
Riemannian. Now employing the Koszul formula, for the Levi-Civita con-
nection, we obtain
trace BV
= H(∇AA+ · · ·+∇TT )
= (〈∇AA,X〉 + · · · + 〈∇TT ,X〉)X + (〈∇AA,Y 〉+ · · · + 〈∇TT , Y 〉)Y
= (〈[X,A] , A〉+ · · ·+ 〈[X,T ] , T 〉)X + (〈[Y,A] , A〉+ · · ·+ 〈[Y, T ] , T 〉)Y
= −(a11 + b12 + c13 + r14 + s15 + t16)X
−(a21 + b22 + c23 + r24 + s25 + t26)Y.
Therefore, by the simiplifications made to the Lie bracket relations in Propo-
sition 5.1, we see that F is clearly minimal i.e. trace BV = 0.
We now check when the foliation F is totally geodesic by using the same
method as in the proof of Theorem 4.2. We find that all but the two following
evaluations to be zero.
BV(R,S) = −s14X − s24Y,
BV(R,T ) = −t14X − t24Y.
This proves the statement. 
6. The case of K = SU(2) × SO(2) in G6.
Let (G, g) be a six-dimensional Riemannian Lie group and K be its com-
pact subgroup SU(2)×SO(2) equipped with its standard Riemannian met-
ric. Further let F be the left-invariant foliation on G generated by the Lie
subalgebra k = su(2)× so(2) of g. Let {A,B,C, T,X, Y } be an orthonormal
basis for the Lie algebra g of G such that su(2) is generated by {A,B,C}
and so(2) by {T}, respectively. For the Lie algebra k of K we have the
following standard non-vanishing Lie bracket relations
[A,B] = 2C, [C,A] = 2B, [B,C] = 2A.
In this case the subalgebra k is not semisimple since so(2) is abelian,
therefore we find that Remark 3.2 of [5] only applies to su(2), the semisimple
component of k. Due to this the remaining Lie bracket relations, given by
adV(H) and adH(H), are of the following form
[A,X] = a11A+ a12B + a13C + a14T,
[A,Y ] = a21A+ a22B + a23C + a24T,
[B,X] = b11A+ b12B + b13C + b14T,
[B,Y ] = b21A+ b22B + b23C + b24T,
[C,X] = c11A+ c12B + c13C + c14T,
[C, Y ] = c21A+ c22B + c23C + c24T,
[T,X] = x1X + y1Y + t11A+ t12B + t13C + t14T,
[T, Y ] = x2X + y2Y + t21A+ t22B + t23C + t24T,
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[X,Y ] = ρX + θ1A+ θ2B + θ3C + θ4T.
By a method similar to the one used in the case when K is semisimple,
we find that the Lie bracket relations involving X and Y can be greatly
simplified.
Proposition 6.1. Let G be a six-dimensional Riemannian Lie group and K
its four-dimensional subgroup SU(2)×SO(2). Then the Lie bracket relations
for the Lie algebra g of G can be written as
[A,B] = 2C, [C,A] = 2B, [B,C] = 2A,
[A,X] = −b11B − c11C, [A,Y ] = −b21B − c21C,
[B,X] = b11A− c12C, [B,Y ] = b21A− c22C,
[C,X] = c11A+ c12B, [C, Y ] = c21A+ c22B,
[T,X] = x1X + y1 Y +
1
2
((−c12x1 − c22y1)A
+(c11x1 + c21y1)B + (−b11x1 − b21y1)C),
[T, Y ] = x2X − x1 Y +
1
2
((−c12x2 + c22x1)A
+(c11x2 − c21x1)B + (−b11x2 + b21x1)C)− ρT,
[X,Y ] = ρX + θ1A+ θ2B + θ3C + θ4T,
where 

θ1
θ2
θ3

 = 1
2


−ρc12 + b11c21 − b21c11
ρc11 + b11c22 − b21c12
−ρb11 + c11c22 − c12c21

 .
Proof. The arguments needed here are exactly the same as already provided
in the proof of Proposition 4.1, for the details see [9]. 
Proposition 6.1 and the next result provide a new 7-dimensional family of
6-dimensional Lie groups carrying a conformal foliation with minimal leaves
of codimension two.
Theorem 6.2. Let G be a six-dimensional Riemannian Lie group carrying
a left-invariant distribution V generated by the Lie algebra su(2) × so(2)
of the subgroup SU(2) × SO(2). The resulting foliation F tangent to V is
both conformal and Riemannian if and only if y1 + x2 = 0 and x1 = 0.
Furthermore F is minimal if and only if ρ = 0, and totally geodesic if and
only if
ρ = y1b11 = y1b21 = y1c11 = y1c12 = y1c21 = y1c22 = 0.
Proof. We begin by noting that since K is not semisimple the condition of
conformality is not immediately given. Evaluating the second fundamental
form BH of the horizontal distribution we find that
BH(X,X) = x1 T, B
H(Y, Y ) = −x1 T,
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BH(X,Y ) =
1
2
(y1 + x2)T.
From this we determine that F is conformal if and only if y1 + x2 = 0 and
x1 = 0. This clearly implies that F is Riemannian in those cases.
Next we check whether the foliation F is totally geodesic or not, by eval-
uating the second fundamental form of the vertical distribution V. Here we
get
BV(A,A) = 0, BV(A,B) = 0, BV(A,C) = 0,
BV(A,T ) =
y1
4
(c22X − c12 Y ), B
V(B,B) = 0, BV(B,C) = 0,
BV(B,T ) =
y1
4
(−c21X + c11 Y ), B
V(C,C) = 0,
BV(C, T ) =
y1
4
(b21X − b11 Y ), B
V(T, T ) = ρ Y.
From these results it is immediately clear that F is minimal when ρ = 0. In
addition, we see that the foliation is totally geodesic if and only if
ρ = y1b11 = y1b21 = y1c11 = y1c12 = y1c21 = y1c22 = 0.

7. The case of K = SL2(R)× SO(2) in G
6.
Let (G, g) be a six-dimensional Riemannian Lie group and K be its non-
compact subgroup SL2(R)×SO(2) equipped with its standard Riemannian
metric. Further let F be the left-invariant foliation on G generated by
the Lie subalgebra k = sl2(R) × so(2) of g. Let {A,B,C, T,X, Y } be an
orthonormal basis for the Lie algebra g of G such that sl2(R) is generated
by {A,B,C} and so(2) by {T}, respectively. For the Lie algebra k of K we
have the following standard non-vanishing Lie bracket relations
[A,B] = 2C, [C,A] = 2B, [B,C] = −2A.
The subgroup K = SL2(R) × SO(2) is not semisimple. Due to this the
remaining bracket relations, given by adV(H) and adH(H), are of the form
[A,X] = a11A+ a12B + a13C + a14T,
[A,Y ] = a21A+ a22B + a23C + a24T,
[B,X] = b11A+ b12B + b13C + b14T,
[B,Y ] = b21A+ b22B + b23C + b24T,
[C,X] = c11A+ c12B + c13C + c14T,
[C, Y ] = c21A+ c22B + c23C + c24T,
[T,X] = x1X + y1Y + t11A+ t12B + t13C + t14T,
[T, Y ] = x2X + y2Y + t21A+ t22B + t23C + t24T,
[X,Y ] = ρX + θ1A+ θ2B + θ3C + θ4T.
Using exactly the same method as the one for Proposition 6.1, the remain-
ing Lie bracket relations involving X and Y can be simplified as follows.
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Proposition 7.1. Let G be a six-dimensional Riemanian Lie group and
K be the four-dimensional subgroup SL2(R) × SO(2) of G. Then the Lie
brackets for g take the form
[A,B] = 2C, [C,A] = 2B, [B,C] = −2A.
[A,X] = b11B + c11C, [A,Y ] = b21B + c21C,
[B,X] = b11A− c12C, [B,Y ] = b21A− c22C,
[C,X] = c11A+ c12B, [C, Y ] = c21A+ c22B,
[T,X] = x1X + y1 Y +
1
2
((−c12x1 − c22y1)A
+(−c11x1 − c21y1)B + (b11x1 + b21y1)C),
[T, Y ] = x2X − x1 Y +
1
2
((c22x1 − c12x2)A
+(c21x1 − c11x2)B + (−b21x1 + b11x2)C)− ρT,
[X,Y ] = ρX + θ1A+ θ2B + θ3C + θ4T,
where 

θ1
θ2
θ3

 = 1
2


−ρc12 − b11c21 + b21c11
−ρc11 − b11c22 + b21c12
ρb11 − c11c22 + c12c21


.
Proof. The arguments needed here are exactly the same as already provided
in the proof of Proposition 4.1, for the details see [9]. 
Proposition 7.1 and the next result provide a new 7-dimensional family of
6-dimensional Lie groups carrying a conformal foliation with minimal leaves
of codimension two.
Theorem 7.2. Let G be a six-dimensional Riemannian Lie group carrying
a left-invariant distribution V generated by the Lie algebra sl2(R)× so(2) of
the subgroup SL2(R)× SO(2). Then the resulting foliation F tangent to V
is both conformal and Riemannian if and only if x2 + y1 = 0 and x1 = 0.
Furthermore F is minimal if and only if ρ = 0, and totally geodesic if and
only if
ρ = b11 = b21 = c11 = c21 = y1c22 = y1c12 = 0.
Proof. We start by determining when the foliation F is conformal. Calcu-
lating the second fundamental form of the horizontal distribution H we find
that
BH(X,X) = x1 T, B
H(Y, Y ) = −x1 T,
BH(X,Y ) =
1
2
(y1 + x2)T.
From this it is clear that F is conformal exactly when y1 + x2 = 0 and
x1 = 0. It immediately follows that in these cases the foliation F is also
Riemannian.
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Evaluating the second fundamental form BV for the basis elements in the
vertical distribution V we observe that
BV(A,A) = 0, BV(A,B) = −b11X − b21 Y,
BV(A,C) = −c11X − c21 Y, B
V(A,T ) =
y1
4
(c22X − c12 Y ),
BV(B,B) = 0, BV(B,C) = 0, BV(B,T ) =
y1
4
(c21X − c11 Y ),
BV(C,C) = 0, BV(C, T ) =
y1
4
(−b21X + b11 Y ), B
V(T, T ) = ρ Y.
It is immediately apparent that F is minimal if and only if ρ = 0. In addition
to this, we find that F is totally geodesic exactly when
ρ = b11 = b21 = c11 = c21 = y1c22 = y1c12 = 0.

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